. The earth coverage by means of narrow spot beams permits higher energy concentration with respect to a wide-area coverage beam and the reuse of the same frequencies in different beams. At the same time, the on-board processing and switching permit more complex and efficient strategies for the traffic routing.
In particular, Satellite-Switched Time-Division Multiple Access (SS/ TDMA) systems have been proposed as very efficient satellite communication techniques [4]-[9] . In an SS/TDMA system, the on-board spot beam antennas cover different and spatially disjoint areas. A switching matrix on-board the satellite provides the necessary connections between the uplink and downlink beams, according to the traffic demands. The switching strategy is known at each time instant to the earth stations, which transmit and receive accordingly. The switching strategy and, therefore, the algorithm which determines the time slot assignments, influence significantly the performance of an SS/TDMA system; many different algorithms have been described in the literature [6] - [IO] .
The TDMA structure, proposed in these systems, is particularly efficient when the traffic has a continuous flow 6, 1984; revised June 22, 1984 . This work was partly supported by CNR (National Research Council, Italy) under Contract PSN 83-085. Firenze, Florence, Italy. and therefore the earth stations concentrate the traffic from many other stations. For burst-type traffic, the TDMA structure does not achieve a high performance and efficiency. In these cases, the use of random-access techniques such as ALOHA [Ill is a convenient approach, thus allowing each station to access the satellite directly.
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In an SS/TDMA system, random-access techniques can be efficiently used in the uplink channels, while the TDMA techniques yield to the more suitable strategy in the downlink channels, where the traffic always presents a more continuous and regular flow.
The use of ALOHA techniques in multibeam packet satellites was studied by Chang [12] . This author has shown that a multibeam satellite system using an ALOHA protocol in the uplink channels gives a better performance with respect to a system using TDMA, if suitable protocols are employed.
In this paper, the performance of some models of a packet satellite communication system employing a random-access technique like slotted-ALOHA (S-ALOHA) for bursty traffic in the uplinks and a TDMA technique in the downlinks is proposed and analyzed. The theoretical performance of the models is studied and the results of extensive simulations are presented.
The first model considered assumes that:
the satellite has on-board processing capabilities and provides infinite buffers for successful packets; the entire area covered by the satellite is divided into N spatially disjoint spot beam zones and N on-board transponders are available; the earth stations of a beam zone share the common uplink channel using the well-known S-ALOHA protocol: the time axis is sliced into slots, each equal to the fixed duration of a packet; the satellite processor determines whether overlaps occur by checking an error detection code; successful packets are demodulated to baseband, and their destination zone is derived; in case the successful packets cannot receive immediate service, they are stored in the buffers assigned to the downlink zone and queued until a slot in the TDMA downlink channel is available; the service provided by each transponder has its own frame structure, which is filled by transmitting packets (if any) from the corresponding buffer in a FIFO manner (First-In First-Out discipline); a fixed part of a TDMA frame, structured in minislots, is devoted to sending positive acknowledgments back to the earth stations of the beam zone; the minislots are organized in a fixed assignment TDMA; the earth stations under a coverage area receive all the packets of their common zone: by inspecting the packet header at each terminal it is possible to determine the particular station the packet is destined to; packets addressed to other terminals are ignored.
The system performance will be theoretically analyzed by using the M/G/1 queueing model, based on the appropriate evaluation of the service time distribution (G), and extensive computer simulation results in close accordance with the theoretical analysis will also be reported.
An evolution of this model is further proposed: the number of transponders is reduced to M N in order to improve the average transponder utilization. A higher utilization is obtained at the expense of longer average delays. Full interconnection among earth stations is achieved by a A a nnel-hopping capability of the transponders: a number of strategies of transmission are proposed, and their performance is compared.
The obtained results have shown that the first model ( N transponders) achieves small delays for the packets together with low transponder utilization. The second model ( M transponders) achieves higher transponder utilization, while increasing the packet time delays.
11. MULTIBEAM SATELLITE SYSTEM WITH UPLINK ALOHA AND DOWNLINK TDMA PROTOCOLS In this section, the first model of a multibeam packet satellite system using random-access techniques in the uplink channels is described. In this model, the number of transponders on-board the satellite is assumed equal to, the number of spot beams, so the model is called FTA (Fixed Transponder Assignment).
The general structure of the analyzed multibeam satellite system is shown in Fig. 1 . N different spot-beam antennas cover spatially disjoint areas and permit a complete interconnection between the earth stations. Each different area contains N, stations, which share a common transmission channel provided by the satellite spot beam. Earth stations transmit data messages in packets having length equal to N, bits, according to a slotted-ALOHA protocol. The overlapped packets are retransmitted randomly over a set of K, slots with a uniform distribution. The transmission rate is assumed equal to v, bits per second.
Successful packets are demodulated and stored in buffers on-board the satellite according to the destination zone. Every transponder is connected permanently to a particular spot beam and a different buffer is connected to each transponder.
The information is transmitted from the satellite to the earth stations according to a TDMA strategy, with the structure shown in Fig. 2 a time duration T, is divided into two parts. The first part is comprised of N, informative slots, each seconds long, equal to a packet duration, i.e., where v, is the downlink transmission rate. These slots are filled with packets (if any) from the corresponding buffer, according to a FIFO strategy.
The second part of the TDMA frame is comprised of some noninformative slots, subdivided as shown in Fig. 2 . Specifically, we have N, minislots, each of Nbr bits, used to transmit positive acknowledgments (P-ACK) to the earth stations, within the considered spot beam, that have successfully transmitted a packet in the previous time interval. In addition, at the beginning of the TDMA frame Nbs bits are present for synchronization.
A TDMA frame therefore contains N, bits given by N , = N,( Nb + Nbr) + Nbs. ii) the packet generation at each earth station is modeled as a Poisson process with mean interarrival time E,; of course, with the ALOHA protocol a station cannot generate a new packet when it is in the retransmission mode.
In the system described in this paper the acknowledgments for the correctly received packets are sent to the earth stations in fixed parts of the downlink frame, according to a TDMA protocol; as a consequence, the time between a packet transmission and its acknowledgment is
A station enters the retransmission state if no positive acknowledgment is received in the interval DACK( T ) after the transmission attempt. If we define the mean S-ALOHA packet delay, d', as the mean interval between the successful access on-board the satellite and the generation instant of a packet, we can put (4) is reported in Fig. 3 as a function of E, (dotted curves).
In the Same figure, the value of d obtained by computer simulations (continuous curves) is also shown. The results given by the theoretical analysis are quite similar to those obtained through the simulation.
Hypotheses i) and ii) have as a consequence that the mean effective interarrival time E: between successful packets of an earth station is increased with respect to the Poisson theoretical parameter E,, because a station in the retransmission state cannot generate a new packet. The time spent by a station in the retransmission state depends on E, and also on v, and vd. Indeed, by increasing v, the probability of packet overlapping decreases with r. Moreover, as vd increases, the mean time between retransmissions decreases. Therefore, the effective Poisson parameter is different from the theoretical E,, and is a function of
Fig . 4 reports the functional dependence of ET on E, for different values of v, and vd and shows that E: is close to E, under low contention conditions. By assuming that the packets generated by each earth station can be addressed, with the same probability, to any of the other NN, -1 earth stations, we can suppose that the traffic at the input of each on-board buffer is still a
Poisson process with rate X = rN,/E: packets/slot, as a function of E,, v,, and vd. Therefore, the probability that k packets arrive in a time slot 7 at a given buffer is
The service time ( s t ) for a packet is defined as the time interval between the first instant kr ( k integer) at which the top of the buffer queue is reached and the time of its departure from the buffer. The service time is a random variable, because of the presence of the synchronization bits and the P-ACK slots. Indeed, the time T of a TDMA frame is not completely devoted to the transmission of informative packets. The service is periodically interrupted for the transmission of the synchronization bits and the positive acknowledgments (Fig. 2) . Therefore, in the analysis of the service time, these interruptions (service rest periods) must be taken into account.
Moreover, it should be noted that the service time for a packet depends on the buffer state, which can be busy when other packets, previously arrived, are present in the buffer or idle when no packet is waiting for service in the buffer.
The busy state is considered first. The present packet C,,, obtains service only when the previous packet C, in the buffer queue leaves the system. Two different cases can occur, depending on the time instant at which the service of C, ends. The first case ( Fig. 5(a) ) occurs when the C, 
for the busy state and X = I for the idle state), we have in this case
When the C,, service ends in the last informative time slot of the TDMA frame, C , , , , cannot be served until the beginning of the informative slots of the successive frame. Indeed, the following L time slots are reserved to noninformative (NI) transmissions ( Fig. S(b) ). Therefore, the service time is ( L + 1) time slots and it results in Pst( L + 11s) = -.
N,
1 Even in the case of an idle system, two different situations can occur, depending on the instant when the packet the system during the time interval (between the arrival and the departure) of C,,, when the system is in the idle state, and Aq,, is equal to 1 if qn >/ 1 and to 0 if q,, < 0. As is shown in the Appendix, the z-transform Q(z) of the probability distribution of the queue lengths qn is where po is the probability of an idle buffer (qn = 0), while V(z) and W ( z ) are the z-transforms of the probability distribution of the number of customer arrivals y, and w , , respectively.
By recalling that the arrivals are a Poisson process, it can be shown that (see the Appendix) 
On the other hand, when a packet is ready for service in correspondence with noninformative slots, it can receive service only in the first informative time slot of the successi.ve frame ( fig. qb) ). The service time duration depends on the actual arrival slot. The probability of a service time equal to k slots is then
The state equation for the system previously described can be written as qn+l = ( 9 n -1 + Vn+l)kn + wn+l(l -A q n ) (10) where q,, denotes the queue length after the departure of the nth packet, v , , denotes the number of packets arriving during the service time of the nth packet, when the system is in the busy state, w , , is the number of packets entering By definition we obtain the mean queue length 4
Relations (15) and (16) As is well known, the average utilization of a communication channel using a slotted-ALOHA protocol is at most 36.8 percent [11]-[19] . By assuming a uniform distribution of the packets among all the stations, the informative flow that comes out from each buffer in the previously discussed multibeam satellite model has similar characteristics. In this way, the average utilization of each transponder, taking into account both the informative flow and the service traffic (synchronization and positive acknowledgments), achieves typical values of about 30 percent.
in this section some multibeam satellite techniques are described which use a number M of transponders lower than the number N of the spot beams, in order to increase the transponder utilization. In these techniques, the transponders are dynamically connected to the spot beams according to a predetermined switching strategy, which is always the same for each transponder. This approach significantly reduces the complexity of the implementation of the switching algorithm with respect to similar strategies.
A common feature of all the following models is that of having the frame duration Tsubdivided into intervals, each (P + A ) seconds long, P and A being two given real numbers, as shown in Fig. 7 addresses of buffered packets and chooses the appropriate switching strategy of the transponders over the downlink beams. We assume that two transponders are not allowed to be connected to the same beam in the same time slot. Moreover, the switching time is assumed as negligible. When a packet arrives on-board the satellite in a given interval (P + A), its transmission is delayed to the next interval (P + A), even if the system is in the idle state.
The general structure of the on-board equipment is shown in Fig. 8 , where MS denotes the switching matrix. A com- mon buffer is present in the system, in which all the successfully received packets are stored.
In the following some strategies are described which differ for the number of transponders and the distribution of the intervals Pand A in the TDMA frame.
A. DSI Strategy
The first Dynamic-Switching strategy (denoted in the following as DSl) refers to a number M of transponders equal to N/2. The general structure of the frames in the M downlinks is shown in Fig. 9 A . This delay must be considered in the total mean packet delay.
B. DSSki Strategies
In order to reduce 0, we have considered a class of more general strategies in which the switching operation is more frequently activated. The number of transponders is M = N/k, k being an integer (and, of course, a submultiple of N) and the frame T is subdivided into i subintervals, each ( P + A ) seconds long. These strategies are denoted in the following as DSSki and the general frame structure is shown in Fig. 10 . The switching operation, implemented during the noninformative subintervals A, is activated i times in each frame and so the mean delay 0, can be reduced by suitably choosing the parameters of the system. O n the other hand, if the transponders are switched among the beams too frequently, the number of time slots in a frame which are utilized for noninformative transmissions (subintervals A) increases and therefore the number of slots which can be utilized for the transmission of informative packets is reduced. The same effect arises when the number of transponders is decreased. For a heavy traffic and particular choices of the system parameters, the on-board queue can significantly increase and the system can become unstable. However, if the parameters of the system are correctly chosen, the utilization of the transponders can be significantly improved without highly increasing the mean delay time.
In particular, three different strategies, the frame structures of which are depicted in Fig. 11 , are analyzed. The first strategy ( Fig. Il(a) ) is of type DSS22 and has the following parameters: M = N/2, T = 187, Nb = 1024, A = 27, P = 77. This strategy was considered an alternative to DSI in order to show the advantage of a more frequent switching operation. The second strategy (Fig. Il(b) ) is of type DSS33, for which M = N/3, T = 187, Nb = 1024, A = i 27, P = 47. The third strategy (Fig. Il(c) ) is of type DSS63, for which M = N/6, T = 187, N , = 1024, A = 47, P = 27. This last strategy is a typical example where the noninformative part is predominant and therefore the system can easily become unstable.
v. COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In this section theoretical and simulation results for the two different classes of satellite communication models are presented. The overall performance of the systems is characterized by means of the following main parameters: 1) mean transmission delay per packet ( E ) , i.e., the mean time between the first ALOHA attempt at transmission and the successful arrival to the destination station;
2) mean transponder utilization factor (q), defined as the ratio between the time spent in transmission and the total time; 3) mean interarrival time E,.
Computer simulations have been performed by fixing the parameters N = IO, N , = 16, Nb = 1024. Accordingly, the downlink TDMA frame is composed of 18 slots: 16 informative slots (1024 bits each), 16 minislots (120 bits each), and 128 bits for synchronization.
For the first class, the FTA system, we also present the on-board queuing parameters 4 and pol obtained by simulation and by means of the theoretical relations developed in Section Ill.
As far as the influence of the uplink S-ALOHA protocol on the overall performance of the system is concerned, a decrease of % (and therefore an increase of the slot duration T ) , with the other parameters held constant, increases the probability of the overlapping packets, and thus the mean number of retransmissions per packet R,, and the mean delay get larger. These considerations agree with the behavior of Fig. 12 where the mean delay is plotted,
for different values of ys, versus the mean theoretical interarrival time E,. K, is another critical parameter of the S-ALOHA contention: by decreasing K,, the mean number of retransmissions R,, and the mean delay 5 increase: Figs. 13 and 14 plot the dependence of the mean retransmission number R,, and the mean delay on the parameter K, for three different values ( K , = 3,5, IO).
By increasing the packet contention in the S-ALOHA channel, the throughput of the successful packets reaching mean delay 0. As previously observed, the mean interval required to receive positive acknowledgments at the earth stations grows as vd decreases and this influences the effective interarrival time between packets, i.e., the effective mean channel input rate. These considerations are confirmed by Fig. 16 where 6 is plotted versus E, for two values of LA.
As a concluding remark, we note that in the FTA system, a i o w transmission delay can be obtained bv means of a low contention condition on the S-ALOHA channels (i.e., high and E, and appropriate values of Kr). ones we also present, for comparison, the results of the FTA model. We note that the mean delay obtained by DSS22 is lower than that obtained by DSI. These results are related to a more frequent switching operation on-board the satellite. The transponder utilization is the same for the two models, since the transponder number is equal. For these reasons, the DSI strategy will be no longer presented in the following. DSS33 is characterized by a lower P + A interval ( P + A = T/3) and a lower number of transponders with respect to DSS22; these characteristics explain, respectively, the lower mean delay and the higher transponder utilization for fixed traffic conditions.
The further reduction of the transponder number in DSS63 determines a corresponding decrease of the informative slots in the TDMA frame; this explains the higher mean delay of this model. The utilization factor grows due to the presence of a higher fraction of noninformative slots. Consequently, as the traffic increases, DSS63 can easily become unstable.
In order t o characterize the critical behavior of the DSSki systems, we define the minimum interarrival time E,, for each earth station as that particular mean interarrival time for which a number of packets equal to the total number of time slots available in all the transponders during the interval P, is successfully received on-board the satellite.
The mean number np of packets successfully received at np = N,N( P + A ) / € , .
(1 9) the satellite, in an interval ( P + A ) seconds long, is (21) is greater for DSS63 having a lower vd. For the case shown in Fig. 23(b) , the parameter E,, assumes a value of 4.5 s, while in Fig. 23(a) it has the value of 1.125 s. From Fig. 24(a) and (b) we can observe that the full transponder utilization (100 percent) corresponds to unstable conditions, as the excess of the queue length would permit to fill the TDMA downlink frame completely.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described and analyzed multibeam packet satellite communication systems using the S-ALOHA protocol in the uplinks and TDMA techniques in the downlinks. Future satellites having on-board processing capabilities may conveniently employ different multiple-access techniques in the uplinks and the downlinks.
Randomaccess techniques, such as S-ALOHA, in particular, allow each earth station to directly access the satellite transponders and are appropriate for the transmission of bursttype data traffic. The satellite processing capability also permits to detect packet collisions on-board, blocking the downlink transmission of unsuccessful packets to the earth receiving stations, and allows the earth sending stations to receive faster positive-acknowledgment replies for success- ful packets. Through the on-board demodulation and detection processes, the address of the destination station for each packet is determined. Thus a convenient solution for the downlink protocol appears to be the TDMA technique, which avoids any packet collision and can achieve a higher system utilization.
The first system model analyzed in this paper employs a number of satellite transponders equal to the number of spot beams. In this case, a good end-to-end system performance is achieved at the expense of a relatively low transponder utilization. The second class of system models proposed and described has a reduced number of transponders compared to the number of spot beams. By a suitable choice of the relevant system parameters, a higher transponder utilization can be obtained together with a small increase in the end-to-end mean packet delay. In this case, however, the parameter choice is critical: unstable conditions can occur with a careless system design. In addition to these considerations, it should be noted that even the system reliability design can take advantage of the results presented in this paper. A satellite system, having a number of transponders equal to the number of spot beams, in the presence of faulty transponders, can be reconfigured in order to employ a lower number of transponders switched among all the spot beams with a timesharing philosophy. The transponder reconfiguration is still able to assure a good global performance, given an appropriate design of the system parameters. 
APPENDIX
In this Appendix we derive (13) and (14) of the text.
We recall that v, is the number of packets arriving during the service time of the C,, when the system is in the busy state, and w, is the number of packets entering the system during the time interval between the arrival and the departure instants of C,, when the system is in the idle state. The system state equations are given by (10)- (12) of the text. The following derivation is based on that outlined in [16] , modified to take into account the different service time distribution we have for the proposed system. For simplicity, we drop the subscripts from v, and w,, assuming a steady-state condition.
The z-transform of the probability distribution P( v = k ) 
k !
Using the values of P(nlB) given in (6) and (7) we obtain (14a) of the text.
In the idle state case, at the departure instant, the first customer C , of an idle period leaves behind w = w, + cy customers to be served (Fig. 25) , where w1 is the number of arrivals during the full slots of the service period and cy is fc" 
